
 

 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

How to Use Your Essences 
 

 

 

The Essences are all high vibrational and blessed. They are blessed by The Holy Man at the pyramids (my 

twin flame husband) and Isis and Ra, not to mention all the other masters, angels and beings of light for which 

they carry their names. 

Beloved Essences Collection 

Just use a tiny drop. That’s all you really need. Sense, Feel   

and Enjoy. These are extremely powerful and carry super high 

vibrations for clearing, healing and aligning all your bodies. Yes 

plural - bodies. Your physical, etherical, mental, spiritual and so 

on. The Essences will do their work automatically whether you 

are aware of it or not or even if you can’t feel anything. Just let 

them do what they do. RA describes these as your 5D tools of 

Ascension. Your Intuition can guide you for placement. 

These are frequency not just nice smells. 

   

  

Consciousnesses 

For best results 

Set aside about 15 minutes of quiet time each day to go through each essence one by one. This is time for YOU to get comfortable with 

your changing vibrations and with Spirit, the Ascended Masters and High-Level Light Beings that have imbue their loving energies through 

these Beloved Essences. Think your too busy for this? Bear in mind that one of the many benefits of just meditation only is that it 

stimulates your mind, and boosts your creativity, intuition, focus and productivity long after your meditation session ends - meaning it 

saves you time in the long run.  Now imagine what meditating with the Essences could create for you. 

Arch Angel – Angel Wings and Arch Angel are part of all the angels and part of the Divineness awakening in yourself. 

Whether you believe in angels or not is of no importance, The feeling that you are connected with light and can soar within it is 

what is important. It’s all about your remembering. 

Protection – Two different very special blends that carry the same powerful protection vibration.  Made with different 

combinations from secret plant, red musk, frankincense, myrrh, and royal amber all working for total protection for you and your 

home. Has special prayer. Be sure to use the prayer for Protection to help elevate the vibration.   

Mary Magdalene - Ascended Master and twin flame to Jesus.  Their higher selves are recognized as Lord Sananda and Lady 

Master Nada.  Together they are the Chohans of the Sixth Ray for Christ love, selfless service to God and mankind. 

Astral Travel - assists in easy and protected Out of Body experiences where the soul is capable of travelling outside 
of form and throughout the universe. 

 


